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Goal and Approaches

Our major goal was to "understand butterfly effects and search for 
recurrence". Based on our results we propose the following:
• Weather is a superset while chaotic solutions represent a subset.

To achieve the above goal, we discuss the following characteristics of solutions in 
Lorenz models (LMs): 

1. butterfly effects of the first and second kinds (BE1 and BE2);

2. boundedness and recurrence;

3. the association of the recurrence with the NFL;

4. a finite range of Rayleigh (heating) parameters for chaotic solutions;

5. a wide range of heating parameters for limit cycle solutions;

6. the coexistence of both chaotic and non-chaotic solutions using a 9DLM.

Is the statement of “weather is chaotic” precise? 
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Butterfly in Lorenz Models

• The book entitled “The Essence of Chaos” by Lorenz in 1993 indicates that 
Lorenz (1963) and Lorenz (1972) are major studies regarding the Lorenz’s 
butterfly effects.

• The title of Lorenz (1972) that includes the word “butterfly” was given by session 
chair Philip Merilees. 

• Studies suggested that major results in Lorenz (1972) may come from Lorenz’s 
study in 1969 (e.g., Rotunno and Snyder, 2008; Durran and Gingrich, 2014;
Palmer et al. 2014).

Lorenz (1963) Lorenz (1972/1969)
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Butterfly Effects of the First and Second Kinds

Since the studies by Lorenz (1963, 1972/1969), two kinds of butterfly effects are: 

• The butterfly effect of the first kind (BE1): 
indicating the sensitive dependence on initial conditions (Lorenz, 1963).

• control run (blue): 
𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 = (0,1,0)

• parallel run (red): 
𝑋, 𝑌, 𝑍 = 0,1 + 𝜖, 0 ,
𝜖 = 1𝑒-./

continuous dependence 
(within an time interval)

sensitive dependence 

• The butterfly effect of the second kind (BE2): 
a metaphor (or symbol ) for indicating that small perturbations can alter 
large-scale structure (Lorenz, 1972/1969). In this study, we refer to this 
as the enabling role of a tiny perturbation in producing an organized 
large-scale system.
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Based on the previous discussions, we may ask whether the following folklore 
is an “accurate” analogy of the butterfly effect (Gleick, 1987):

“For want of a nail, the shoe was lost. 
For want of a shoe, the horse was lost. 
For want of a horse, the rider was lost. 
For want of a rider, the battle was lost. 

For want of a battle, the kingdom was lost. 
And all for the want of a horseshoe nail.” 

However, Lorenz (2008) made the following comments: 
1. Let me say right now that I do not feel that this verse is describing true 

chaos, but better illustrates the simpler phenomenon of instability.
2. The implication is that subsequent small events will not reverse the outcome.

Chaos and Butterfly Effect 

Lorenz’s comments support the view that the verse neither describes 
negative (nonlinear) feedback nor indicates recurrence.

Do we all agree on the above? Prof. Lorenz expressed his concerns in 2008. 
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What Lorenz’s Butterfly Really Reveals:

• Boundedness: 
• No “blow-up” solutions 

𝑋 𝑡 = 𝑒12 cos 𝛽𝑡 + 𝑖 sin 𝛽𝑡
oscillatory 

grow or decay at an exponential rate 

The statement of ”Orbits initially diverge and then curve back” includes the 
following major features of butterfly’s solutions:

• Recurrence:
• Complex eigenvalues, 𝜆 = 𝛼 + 𝑖𝛽: real 

part leads to the growing or decaying 
solution; imaginary part gives the 
oscillatory component.

• Divergence of Trajectories: 

• Ergodicity (Hilborn, 2000):  
• Time averages are the same as state 

space averages.   

• Error Saturations:  
• Max errors determined by the 

“diameter” of the butterfly’s wings   
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The NFL and its Extensions within the 5DLM and 7DLM 

neglect XY1

3DLM
keep XY1

neglect XY2

5DLM

Based on the extension of the nonlinear feedback loop (NFL, Shen, 2014a), 
the 5D and 7D Lorenz models are derived as follows:

• -XZ and XY in red circles form a 
nonlinear feedback loop (NFL).

• The NFL and its extension are 
derived from nonlinear spatial 
mode-mode interactions within 
the nonlinear Jacobian term.

• A linearization of the extended 
NFL was performed to show its 
role in (a) creating 
incommensurate frequencies 
for recurrent solutions; (b) 
transferring energy across 
scales (e.g., Lorenz 1969).
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A Rough Analogy using a Tree with Damping Terms

Source: google.com

• The branch mass contributes dynamic damping that acts to reduce dangerous harmonic 
sway motion within the trunk, therefore minimizing loads and increasing the mechanical 
stability of the tree.

James, K. R. , N. Haritos and P. K. Ades, 2006: Mechanical stability of trees under 
dynamic loads. American Journal of Botany 93(10): 1522–1530. 2006.

• The nonlinear terms (XY and -XZ) form the 
nonlinear feedback loop (NFL).

• The original NFL may represent a main trunk.
• An extension of the NFL can be viewed as the 

growth of the main trunk or a new branch of the 
main trunk. 

• A bigger tree that has more complicated 
structures may be more stable, as compared to a 
smaller tree, depending on the interconnectivity 
of the main trunk and branches. 

• (Linearized NFLs enable energy transfer across 
scales and create incommensurate frequencies.)
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Negative Nonlinear Feedback via the Extended NFL

stable critical points

strange attractors

• Shen, B.-W., 2016: Hierarchical scale dependence associated with the extension of the  nonlinear 
feedback loop in a seven-dimensional Lorenz model. Nonlin. Processes Geophys., 23, 189-203, 
doi:10.5194/npg-23-189-2016.

The 5D, 7D, and 9D LMs were derived based on extensions of the NFL that can 
provide negative nonlinear feedback to stabilize solutions.
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Three Types of Solutions within Lorenz Models

I. The 3DLM and high-dimensional LMs have three types of processes:
1. Heating      (e.g., rX),
2. Nonlinearity (e.g., -XZ and XY in the NFL),
3. Dissipations (e.g., -Y and -bZ). 

II. Depending on the relative strength of dissipations, three types of 
solutions within the dissipative systems are:
a. Steady state solutions with large dissipations (i.e., small r; r < rc);
b. Chaotic solutions with moderate dissipations (i.e., moderate r;  rc < 

r < R);
c. Limit cycle (or limit torus) solutions with small dissipations (i.e., 

large r ; R < r; R = 313, e.g., Strogatz, 2015; Sparrow, 1982). 
III. In the non-dissipative versions, we focus on the role of the NFL in 

producing recurrent (i.e., periodic or quasi-periodic) solutions.
IV. Results from the non-dissipative versions in (III) are used to understand 

oscillatory characteristics of the limit cycle solutions in II-c. 
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Coexistence of Limit Torus and Spiral Sink Solutions

Figure: Time evolution of 2048 orbits in the X-Y3-Z3 phase space using the 9DLMr, showing 
spiral sink and a limit cycle/torus solution. The animation is available from https://goo.gl/sMhoUb. 

• LC is an isolated closed orbit. 
• Nearby trajectories spiral into it.
• LC orbits are determined by the 

structure of the system itself. 

§ The total simulation time is 𝜏 = 
3.5.

§ Transient orbits are kept only for 
the last 0.25 time units, i.e. for the 
time interval of [max (0, T-0.25), 
T]  at a given time T.

§ The zoom-in of the domain starts  
at 𝜏	= 0.25 and ends at 𝜏	= 0:45, 
leading to a smooth domain 
change from (X, Y3, Z3) = (-
1300,1200) x (-1100, 1100) x (-
1000,1700) to (-300;200) x (-
100,100) x (0,700).
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Coexistence of Chaotic and Non-Chaotic Orbits

Figure: Time evolution of 20 “orbits” in the X-Y3-Z3 space within the 9DLMr. Two types of 
solutions with a spiral sink and chaotic solutions are clearly shown in panels (b-d). See the 
animation (https://goo.gl/2MRHQf) for details. 

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)
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Concluding Remarks

1. Two kinds of butterfly effects in Lorenz (1963,1972/1969) can be defined as follows:
I. the BE1: indicating the sensitive dependence of solutions on initial conditions (ICs),
II. the BE2: a metaphor for indicating the enabling role of a tiny perturbation in producing 

an organized large-scale system.
2. The butterfly pattern associated with the BE1 indicates the divergence, boundedness and 

recurrence of chaotic solutions. The folklore cannot describe chaos precisely, as suggested 
by Lorenz (2008), because it does not include boundedness and recurrence. 

3. Our studies revealed the role of the nonlinear feedback loop (NFL) in 
I. transferring energy across spatial scales, 
II. creating recurrence with (temporal) incommensurate frequencies, and 
III. coupling dissipative terms to provide negative nonlinear feedback and, thus, suppress 

chaos. 
4. Depending on the strength of heating (or dissipations), the 3DLM and high-dimensional 

LMs have three types of solutions, including steady-state, chaotic, and limit cycle solutions. 
Chaotic solutions only appear within the finite range of the Rayleigh parameter.

5. We derived a 9DLMr in order to reveal the coexistence of chaotic solutions and non-chaotic 
(steady-state or limit cycle solutions), depending on ICs.

6. We propose the view that weather represents a superset while chaotic solutions form a 
subset. 
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